me three galleys from Ostia. But J have been in no case to oppose
Dragut if he should take it into his evil head to descend upon Naples."
"He would never push audacity so far."	9
"Are there limits, then, to his audacity ? If so, I have yet to learn
them. But whilst I talk, I keep you waiting. Give the order to go
forward to the harbour."
Don Alvaro's trumpeters wound a flourish, and with thud and
creak of the great oars and the rustle df water to their blades, the
galleys began to move again.
The Viceroy turned to mount the poop, and became for the first
time aware of the two figures standing at the rail. The light from the
lantern on the mainmast was beating full upon Prospero's face. The
Viceroy recoiled.
"God's mercy!  Do you carry ghosts aboard, Don Alvaro?"
Don Alvaro's laugh began an answer for which his Highness did
not wait. He sprang up the remaining steps to the poop.
"Prospero Adorno!" It was an exclamation of glad amazement.
He was laughing as he held out both hands. "Alive! But by what
miracle?"
XXX.   REPARATION
in the chamber of the angels, in the Beverelio Tower of the Caste
Nuovo, where a year ago Moncada had presided over the council
which determined the ill-starred action of Amalfi, sat the slim, fair
young Viceroy and the portly, swarthy Don Alvaro de Carbajal, whilst
Prospero, sitting with them, rendered a full and exact account of the
events at Djerba.
It was the morning after his arrival. A night's reflection had
brought him to the view that whatever the consequences, no other
course was possible. In this, Gianna had stoutly if fearfully supported
him, perceiving that if the truth transpired in any other way Prospero
would be for ever disgraced.
The tale produced widely different effects upon the two members
of his audience. Carbajal, naturally prone to a humorous outlook,
and holding Doria in no affection, was disposed to be merry over this
fooling of the Admiral. The Prince, however, was appalled.
"But that you tell me this, yourself," he said, "I could not believe
It.'* His tone was magisterial. "To lend assistance to that scourge of
Christendom, to show this pirate scoundrel the way of escape, so that
he may continue to devastate our shores ! Frankly, sir, even from your
own lips the tale's incredible."
"Until you reflect upon my peril," said Prospero.
"The pe:* 1 would make your story credible in the case of a coward.**
With a muttered, "Ah ! Por Dios!" Don Alvaro made a gesture
of dismay.
Prospero inclined his head. "Let that explain it to Your High*
ness."
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